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Abstract 
Given an oriented path P, we characterize those digraphs G which are homomorphic to P. 
The characterization equates the nonexistence of a homomorphism G-+P with the existence of 
a homomorphism W-G, for some oriented path Wwhich is not homomorphic to P. This result 
complements the recent polynomial time algorithm of Welzl et al. to find such a homomor- 
phism (if one exists). 
1. Introduction 
A homomorphism of a digraph G to a digraph H is a mapping of the vertex 
sets V(G)+V’(H) which preserves the edges, i.e., such that x~EE(G) implies 
f(x)f(y)~E(H). If such a homomorphism exists, we say G is homomorphic to H and 
write G+H. Otherwise we write G+H. 
An oriented path P is a digraph obtained from an undirected path by orienting its 
edges and assigning to it a positive direction. Thus an oriented path P is a digraph 
given by its sequence of vertices (p,,, p1 ,..., p,),suchthat,foreachiE{O,l,..., n-l}, 
either pipi+ ,EE(P) (aforward edge of P), or pi+lpi~E(P) (a backward edge of P), and 
such that P has no other edges. The direction of P is emphasized by saying that p. the 
initial point, i(P), of P, and pn the terminal point, t(P), of P, respectively. Changing the 
direction of P results in the path PT= (p,,p,_ 1, . . . , pO). 
Note that PT is the same digraph as P, only traversed in the opposite order. If 
p=<Po>Pl,...> p.) and P’= (pb,p;, . . . ,p&,) are oriented paths with disjoint ver- 
tex-sets, the concatenation of P and P’ is the oriented path P 0 P’ = (pO, pl, . . . , p,, = 
I I po,pl, . . . ,pk). We often concatenate given paths with the special oriented path 
A = (a, a’), consisting of a single forward edge au’. 
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Let P=(p,,p,, . . . , pn ) be an oriented path and let u = pi precede v = pj in P (i.e., let 
i < j). The interval of P from u to v is the oriented path P [u, v] = (pi, pi+ 1, . . , pj) and 
P[V,u]=P[u,v]T. 
Let P be an oriented path. The length l(P) of P is the number of forward edges of 
P minus the number of backward edges of P. The distance from u to v in P is 
dp(u, v) = I(P [u, v]). (Both length and distance can be negative in our definition.) Note 
that homomorphisms of paths preserve distance, i.e., iff: P-P is a homomorphism 
and U, VEP then dpT(f(u),f(v)) = dp(u, v). 
An oriented cycle C is a digraph obtained from an undirected cycle by orienting its 
edges and assigning to it a positive direction. Thus an oriented cycle C is a digraph 
given by its circular sequence of vertices (ce, cr, . . . , cn,co), such that, for each 
iE{O, 1, . . . , n}, either cici+ 1 SE(C) (af orward edge of C), or ci+ 1 cite (a backward 
edge of C), and such that C has no other edges. (Subscript addition modulo n.) Note 
that we can view an oriented cycle as an oriented path in which the initial and terminal 
vertices have been identified, and in this spirit we shall use some of the definitions 
given for oriented paths also for oriented cycles. In particular, the length of the 
oriented cycle C is the difference between the number of forward edges and the 
number of backward edges of C. 
Note that a homomorphism f of a path W= (wO, wl, . . . , w,) to G may be 
viewed as a walk in G, simply by identifying it with the sequence of vertices 
f(wo),f(wl), . . . ,f(w,,,). We could also call a walk pattern of G any path W which is 
homomorphic to G. In this terminology, our main theorem would assert that G is 
homomorphic to P if and only if each walk pattern of G is homomorphic to P. Since 
this terminology is somewhat unusual, we shall avoid it in the sequel. However, it may 
help the reader to bear this point of view in mind when reading the proofs. In 
particular, we frequently define paths W= (w,-,, wl, . . . , w,) and homomorphisms 
f: W+G, having first in mind the walkf(w,),f(w,), . ..f(w.,,) in G. 
The existence of homomorphisms to a fixed digraph H is in general a difficult 
algorithmic problem, [1-4,7,9,10,11,13,14,16]. However, for certain digraphs H the 
problem becomes tractable. For instance, when H is the transitive tournament with 
n vertices, then it is not hard to see (cf. [IS, 8, 15, 14]), that Gj+H if and only if the 
directed path with n + 1 vertices is homomorphic to G. This observation leads directly 
to a polynomial algorithm to decide whether G-H. Similarly, when H is the directed 
path with n vertices then G+H if and only if some oriented path of length n is 
homomorphic to G. This also leads to a polynomial algorithm to decide whether 
G-H. The case when H is an arbitrary oriented path remained open. Recently, 
a polynomial algorithm to decide the existence of a homomorphism to an arbitrary 
oriented path was presented in [7]. However, that algorithm was not based on the 
above type of ‘obstruction’ result, in which the existence of homomorphisms to H is 
equivalent to the nonexistence of homomorphisms from certain obstruction digraphs. 
Similar obstruction type results are discussed in [S, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, IS]. We 
provide this missing obstruction characterization here; our main theorem is the 
following result. 
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Theorem 1. Suppose G is a &graph and P an oriented path. Then G jtP if and only if 
there is an oriented path W such that W+G and Wj,P. 
If G+P and W is an oriented path such that W+G, then of course W-+P by 
composition. Thus the sufficiency of the condition is obvious. In the next section we 
prove the necessity. 
The theorem, as stated, does not provide any indication about the size of W. It turns 
out that W may be chosen not too big, with reference to the sizes of P and G. This 
result (Theorem 9) gives, in particular, another proof that the corresponding decision 
problem (‘Is G homomorphic to P?) is in NP n coNP. (The polynomial algorithm of 
[7] yields the other proof of this fact.) 
We note that Theorem 1 extends the above result on directed paths. Indeed, it is 
easy to see that if P is the directed path of length n, then for any oriented path W we 
have W+P if and only if W contains a subpath of length n. 
In the spirit of our theorem, we may expect that for an oriented cycle C we have 
G+C if and only if there is an oriented cycle homomorphic to G that is not 
homomorphic to C. An equivalent restatement of this would say that G+C ifand only 
if each oriented cycle homomorphic to G is also homomorphic to C. Note that this 
condition on cycles is stronger than the dorresponding condition on paths. (If there is 
an oriented path homomorphic to G which is not homomorphic to C, then there also 
is such a cycle - it suffices to take two copies of the path and identify their initial 
points and their terminal points.) It often seems enough to require the weaker path 
condition together with a condition on the lengths of cycles in G. Specifically, call an 
oriented cycle nice provided G-C if and only if 
each oriented path homomorphic to G is also homomorphic to C, and 
the length of each oriented cycle of G is a multiple of the length of C. 
In a companion paper [l 11, we use Theorem 1 to prove that all cycles of nonzero 
length are nice. There are cycles of zero length which are not nice, [ll], however 
Theorem 1 implies that the oriented cycles which are obtained from two copies of the 
same oriented path by identifying their initial points and their terminal points, are 
nice cycles of zero length. Exactly which oriented cycles are nice is not known at this 
time. However, for reasons explained at the end of this paper, we think it unlikely that 
for all oriented cycles C, G+C if and only if there exists an oriented cycle homo- 
morphic to G which is not homomorphic to C. 
2. The construction of the homomorphism 
From now on we assume that P = (0, 1, . . . , n) is a fixed oriented path and that G is 
a fixed digraph such that every path W homomorphic to G is also homomorphic to P. 
We proceed to construct a homomorphism G+P. 
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We shall denote by %” the set of all paths W homomorphic to G. For W&f, we set 
T(W)={XE V(G): there is a homomorphism h: W-G such that h(t(W))=x). 
Definition 2. Define $J : W-t V(P) by 
$(W)=max{h(t(W)):h: W+P}. 
Define $: V(G)+ V(P) by 
i++)=min{f$(W): WE~F, xeT(W)}. 
Since every path homomorphic to G is also homomorphic to P, the mappings 4 and 
$ are well defined. Now we show that the mapping $ is actually a homomorphism of 
G to P. 
Lemma 3. Suppose W= (wO, wl, . . . , w,) is an oriented path and hI, h2 : W-+P are 
two homomorphisms such that dp(hl(w,),h2(w,)) # 0. If h,(w,)<h,(w,) then 
hl (wj) < h,(wj), for all 1~ j Q m. 
Proof. Since homomorphisms of paths preserve distances, dp(hl(w,), h,(wj))= 
dw(w,, wj)=dp(hz(w,), hZ(wj)) for any WjE W. Therefore 
dp(hl(wj),h*(Wj))=dp(hl(Wj),hl(w,))+dp(hl(W,),h*(w,)) 
+d,(h,(w,),h,(wj))=d,(h,(w,),h,(w,)) Z 0 
for all WjE W. In particular h,(wj) # hz(wj) for all wjE W. If the lemma is false, then 
let j,=max{j:h,(wj)ah2(wj)}. S ince h,(wj,) # h,(wj,) we have h,(wj,)> h,(wj,), 
and from the definition of j,, we have hl(wi,+l)<hz(wi,,+l). Observe that 
hi(wj,)<hi(wj,+i)+l and hz(wj,+1)~hz(wj,)+l, because wjO is adjacent to Wj,+l. 
Thus 
h,(wj,+1)<h,(wjo+l)~hz(wj,)+ 1 <hl(wjo)+ 1Ghl(wjo+l)+2. 
Therefore we must have 
lf(wjo>wjo+l) is a forward edge of W, then hI (wj,,) = i and hI (wj~ + 1) = i - 1 imply that 
(i,i-1) is an edge of P, and h,(wJ=i-1 and h,(wjo+l)=i imply that (i-1,i) is an 
edge of P. This is a contradiction since P has no pair of opposite edges. If (wjo + 1, wjo) is 
a backward edge of W, we obtain a similar contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4. Zf(x, ~)EE(G), then $(x) # $(y). 
Proof. Suppose (x, ~)EE(G) and t,b(x)=$(y)=i. There exist paths W,, W,,&f such 
that x~T(w,),y~T(w,,) and qb(W,)=4(W,)=i. 
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We define WI = W,o A. Observe that W,E%‘- and yeT( WI), therefore 
c#~(W,)>tj(y)=i. Let hi: W1+P be a homomorphism with hI(t(WI))=4(W,). 
Since hi restricted to W, is a homomorphism of W, to P, we have 
hl(t(WX))=h,(u)~~(W,.). Thus hl(a)<i and hi(a’)2i. Since (h,(a),hl(a’)) is an edge 
ofP,wemusthaveeitherh,(u)=i-1andh,(u’)=iorh,(u)=iandh,(u’)=i+1.Since 
the two cases are similar, assume that hi(u)= i- 1 and hi(u’)= i; then (i- 1, ~)EE(P). 
Let W,= WY0 AT. Note that W,EYY and x~T(w~). Therefore 4(W,)>$(x)=i. Let 
h2 : W,+P be a homomorphism with h,(t( W,)) = $J( W,). Since h2 restricted to WY is 
a homomorphism of WY to P, we have h,(t( W,)) < 4( W,). Thus hz(u’) < i and h,(u) B i. 
Since (i-l,i)eE(P), we must have h,(u’)=i and h2(u)=i+ 1. This implies that 
(i + 1, ~)EE(P), i.e., that i has out-degree zero. (Similarly, in the case when hi (a) = i and 
/~,(a’)= i+ 1, i has in-degree zero.) 
Suppose WX=(wO,wl,...,w,) and let W~=(w$,wf,...,w~) be an isomorphic 
copy of W,. Let W=AT~(W,*)To Wx=(u’,u=w~,w~_, ,..., w~=wO,wl ,..., w,). 
Obviously W~9f and XE T( W); therefore $(W)>+(x)= i. Let h: W+P be 
a homomorphism such that h(t( IV)) = c$( W). Since the restriction of h to W, is also 
a homomorphism, we must have h(t( W,)) < +( W,) = i. It follows that h(w,) = i. By 
a similar argument applied to W,*, we obtain h(wz)<4( W,)=i. In fact, since i has 
out-degree zero, we cannot have h(wg) = i, and since d,(h(w,*), h(w,)) =d,(w& w,) =O, 
we also cannot have h(wz) = i - 1. Thus h(wz) < i - 1 = h,(w,) < i = h(w,). 
We now have the following situation: There are three homomorphisms, say 
Lf’J-“: W,+P, such that f(w,,,) < f’(w,) <f”(w,), 44f(~,)J’(~~)) Z 0, 
dp(fl(w,),f)l(w,)) # 0, and f(wc)=f”(w,,). (The homomorphism f corresponds to 
h via the isomorphism of W, and W,*, and the homomorphisms f’,j” are the 
restrictions of hI, h to W,.). By applying the previous lemma tof; f’ and then tof’ and 
f”, we obtainf(w,)<f’(w,)<f”(~~), in contradiction to f(wO) =f”(w,,). 0 
Lemma 5. The mapping $ is a homomorphism of G to P. 
Proof. Suppose (x, y)eE(G), we want to show that t,b(x)$(y)~E(P). By the last lemma, 
$(x) # $(y). We shall assume that $(x)<+(y), as the other case is similar. Let W,EY~ 
be a path such that XE T( W,) and $J( W,) = $(x). For W= W, 0 A we have WEYV and 
YET(W); therefore ~#~(w)>+(y)_ Let h: W+P be a homomorphism such that 
h(t( W)) = h(u’) = C#J( W). Since h restricted to W, is also a homomorphism we must 
have h(t( W,))= h(u)<4(WX). Finally, h(u’)< h(u)+ 1 since (h(u), h(u’))EE(P). 
Therefore h(u)~~(W,)=$(x)<~(y)d~(W)=h(a’)~h(u)+l. Hence h(u)=+(x) and 
Q’)=+(y) and ($(x),$(Y))EE(P). 0 
3. Extensions and applications 
Theorem 1 allows us to certify the nonexistence of a homomorphism G-P by 
exhibiting an oriented path W which is homomorphic to G but not to P. It turns out 
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that the size of Wis rather restricted (in terms of the sizes of G and P), and moreover, 
that it is easy to decide whether or not Wis homomorphic to G and P. In fact, deciding 
homomorphisms from an oriented path to any fixed digraph is easy. 
Definition 6. Let W=(w,,,wl, . . . , w,) be an oriented path and H any digraph. The 
cannonical labeling of W by H is the unique mapping 1 of W to the subsets of V(H) for 
which 
A@,)= Wf), 
A(Wi+1)={UE V(H): UUEE(H) for some UE;l(Wi)} if wiwi+ lEE( W), 
I(w~+~)=(u~V(H): UU~E(H) for some UE;l(Wi)) if wi+ iwiEE( W). 
Lemma 7. Let W=(wO,wl,... ,w,) be an oriented path and H any digraph. Then 
W-H ifand only if A(w,) # 0 in the cannonical labeling of W by H. 
Proof. Suppose h : W+ H is a homomorphism. Then it is easy to show by induction 
on j that her for all O< j<m. Therefore n(w,) # 0. 
On the other hand, suppose n(w,) # 8 in the cannonical labeling of W by H. 
A homomorphism h : W-H can be constructed as follows: pick any element 
u,E~(w,) and let h(wm)=u,. Suppose h(wj)=ujeA(wj) has been chosen, then let 
h(wj_ 1)= uj_ 1, where Uj_ 1 E~(Wj_ 1) is an element such that either (Vj_ 1) uj)EE(H) or 
(Uj, Uj- ~)EE(H) according to whether (Wj- 1, Wj)EE( W) or (wj, wj- ~)EE( II’). Such an 
element exists by the definition of the cannonical labeling and the mapping h is 
obviously a homomorphism. 0 
Lemma 8. Let H be a digraph with k vertices, and G a digraph with n vertices. If there 
exist oriented paths W homomorphic to G but not to H, then there exists such a path 
W with (E(W)Id2k.n. 
Proof. Suppose W= (wO, wl,. . . , w,) is an oriented path such that W-G and W+H. 
Let h : W+ G be a homomorphism and ;1 be the cannonical labeling of W by H. By the 
previous lemma, n(w,) = 0. If m > 2k. n then there two vertices Wi, wj of W(i <j) such 
that h(wi)=h(wj) and n(wi)=n(wj). Let W’=(W~,W~, . . . . wi,wj+l, . . . . w,). Then 
obviously W’+G and for the cannonical labeling 2 of w’ by H we have nl(w,)=n(w,) 
for all W,E IV’. Therefore X(W,)=@ and w’ +H. 0 
We conclude in particular the following strengthening of our main theorem. 
Theorem 9. Suppose G is a digraph and P is an oriented path, 1 V(G)1 = n and 1 V(P) I= k. 
Then G +P if and only if there is an oriented path W such that W-G, W+P, and 
IE(W)I<2k.n. 
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As mentioned in the introduction, [7] contains a polynomial algorithm to decide 
whether or not a given input digraph G is homomorphic to a fixed oriented path P. 
This result implies in particular that the problem belongs to the class NP n coNP. It is 
interesting to note that the last theorem, together with Lemma 7 also imply this fact: 
to prove that the problem is in NP it is enough to note that a homomorphism h : G-+P 
is a polynomial size certificate of G being homomorphic to P; it is easy to verify in 
polynomial time that h is indeed a homomorphism. To prove that the problem is in 
coNP we note that Theorem 9 offers an oriented path W as a polynomial size 
certificate of G not being homomorphic to P (P is fixed thus 2k is a constant); using 
Lemma 7 we can verify in polynomial time that W+G and W+P. 
Similar logic applies in other cases of obstruction theorems which use paths or 
cycles, cf. [ 10,111. In particular, this means that the validity of the statement G j+C if 
and only if there exists an oriented cycle homomorphic to G which is not homomorphic to 
C would mean that the existence of homomorphisms to C is in NP n coNP, cf. [l 11. 
Since there are oriented cycles C for which it is NP-complete to decide the existence of 
homomorphisms to C, [6], we do not expect this to be the case. 
Note added in proof. Say that H has tree-duality if GJ*H if and only if there is an 
oriented tree T such that T-G and TjrH. Theorem 1 implies that all oriented paths 
have tree-duality. We have proved, with J. NeSetfil, that whenever H has tree-duality 
then there is a polynomial algorithm to test for the existence of homomorphisms to 
H (cf. ‘Combinatorics, Paul Erdos is Eighty’, Bolyai Sot. Math. Studies, vol. 2, 1994). 
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